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A).tract 
The spectral properties of ice-soil mixtures are reviewed. Spectra of 
intimate mixtures of soil and ice are highly complex. non-linear functions 
of the optic~l properties of ice and soil. Water ice has an absorption coef-
fi cient which varies by several orders of magnitude in the visual and near 
i nfrared (O.4- 311J11). and has several prominent overtone absorptions (at 2.0. 
1. 5. 1.25, and 1.0411J11). Thus, different wavelengths can be used to probe to 
di ffere nt dept hs in the surface as well as for different mineral impurity con-
cent ration s . Empir i cal and/or theoretical models might be used for deriving 
cha ract erist i c gra i n size of the ice ( : of the impurity minerals and for 
der iv i ng abundance of the ice and rock or soil components. Quanti tative 
nal ysis of re~otely obtained reflectance spectra can only be performed using 
t he absorption features in th~ spectra of ice and soil. and not by broadband 
r esponse. This might be done by special selection of several narrow band 
f i lters in the near infrared which will adequately def i ne the ice absorptions. 
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htroc!1lcUOIl 
Understanding the optical properties of water ice and mix tu r es of ice and 
soil are essential for remote sensing studies. The amount of sunligh t 
refle c ted hom a surface composed of ice and soil depends on th e rhundanc e s 
and gra in sizes of each mineral component as well as the absorption coe ffi-
cients of the minerals. and the physical state of the ice-soil associat ion. 
The spectral properties of an ice-soil intimate mixture (e.g. l i ke froz en m~d ) 
are a highly complex (non-linear) combination of the end ~embe r spect r al pro-
perties. Intimate mixtures are one end of the range of possibil ities wh i ch 
may be encountered. The other end of the range is called an area l mi x t ur e, 
where the materials are optical l y isolated patches of the pure end membe rs 
located on the surface. The spectrum of such a ca se is a simpl e l inea r addi-
tion of the spectra of the optically isolated patche ~ of minerals we ighte d by 
the fract i onal areal covera ge of each patch in the f i eld of ~ i ew of t he de t ec-
tor. There is a continuous range of mixture possibilitie s i n be t ween the 
intimate and areal mixtures, as well as vertical ly stratif i ed ca ses such as a 
frost layer on a soil. Inversion of a remotely obtained spectrum of a surface 
to determine mineral abundance is a formidable problem . if a quantitative and 
1lniqul! answer i s desired. Fortunately. water ice has opti cal prope r tie s th at 
are very different from those of other minerals wh i ch may al l ow reasona ble 
abundances to ? e derived from remotely obtai ned spectra. 
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Ice 
H20 Ice contains absorptions in the infrared due to o-H stretches (3 ~), 
o-o-H bend (6 ~) and many translation and rotational modes at longer 
wavelengths. In the spectral region of reflected solar radiation, -0.4 to 
-2.5 J1lII, ice displays overtones of the above modes at 2.02, 1.52, 1.25, 1.04, 
0.90, and 0.81 ~. In reflectance, scattering controls the light returned 
from the surface to the detector. and scattering can occur from ice-air inter 
f aces (grain boundaries or crystal imperfections) or from impurities mixed in 
t he surface such as a soil. Thus. even in a pure ice or snow, the effective 
grain size greatly controls the appearance of the reflectance spectrum (Figure 
1 ). The words frost and snow are used interchangeably in this paper since 
the re are no distinguishable spectral differences. 
1M aean path length that photons travel in a mineral is determined by 
scattering and by the absorption coefficient of the material. For instance. 
at 3 . 075 J1lII, the absorption coefficient of ice is 14008 em-I (Irvine and Pol-
lack. 1968), and a path length of 1 micrometer results in absorption of 2S~ of 
the light, whereas at the center of the 1.04-~ ice absorption, the absorption 
coefficient is 0.34 em- I and a path length of 4.1 cm is required for the same 
2~ absorption. Thus. different wavelengths probe to different depths in an 
i cy surface. and a large variation in optical path is an advantage for remote 
sens ing studies since each absorption is sensitive to different amounts of 
impur i ti es and to scattering due to different grain sizes. 
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Spectral Properties of Ice-Soil Ilixturea 
There has been considerable advancement in the understanding of the opti-
cal properties of ice and snow and the spectral properties of ice-soil mj) -
tures over the last several years. Wa rren (19g2) reviewed the optical proper-
ties of snow, concentrating on how the visual reflectance is affecte d by SMa l l 
amounts of impurities. Warren showed that parts per million of micromete r-
size d st grains significantly change the albedo and color of the visual spec-
trum. Clark (1982) discussed the implications of using both visual and nea r 
infrared broadband de tectors for remote sensing studies. The visual r eflec -
tance of a pure frozen water can vary from 1.0 for a fine grained frost to 
-9.4 for an ice with little internal scatteting which is characteri s t ic of 
some terrestrial ice in the arctic and antarctic. With small fr actions of a 
weight percent soot or dust, the visual reflectance can vary f1:·om un i ty t o 
less than 0.1. The visual albedo of ice varies so much with scattering condi-
tions due to grain size and small amounts of impurities, that it is unreliable 
to use the visual albedo alone for 8ny quantitative remote sensing study . 
Clark (198la, b) studied the spectral properties of ice blocks, frosts of 
various grain sizes, and ice-mineral mixtures. Impurities in an ice or frost 
layer can radically change the appearance of the reflectance spectrum in the 
near infrared, as well as in the visual part of the spectrum. The addition of 
aineral grains dusted on the surface of a frost layer decreases the 1.5- and 
2.0-jUII ai.;"orptions roughly proportionally to the fractional areal coverage, 
but since the surface of the frost is not a nat laye :- but a "fairy castl e" 
structure, the mineral grains are somewhat mixed in the uppermost part of the 
surface which resul ts in a higher probabil ity of a photon encountering an 
illlpori ty grain. This resul ts in reduced scattering "nJ path l'!ngth in ice, 
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and the albedo of the surface may be drastically reduced many times more than 
expected for a fractional areal coverage using an additive model for areal 
mixtures. Thus, mineral grains on a frost layer are detectable in very small 
quantities. For example, a fractional areal coverage <0.005 is detectable, if 
the mineral has suitable absorptions outside the major water ice features and 
t he data are of sufficiently high quality, 0.5' precision, (Clark, 1981a). 
In the case of a frost layer on a soil, a thick frost layer 01 I11III) is 
r equired to mask the soil at wavelengths shornard of 1.4 J1III due to the low 
absorption coeffic ient of ice, but al so depends on the mineral reflectance 
features and the frost grain size. Frost on a very dark surface (e.g. reflec-
t ance 6') is easily seen even when only a small amount of frost is present 
(e.g. a few micrometer layer). 
Spectral studies of minerals with adsorbed water show that the physically 
and chemically bound water absorptions, which occur at 1.4, 1.9 and 2.2 J1III, do 
not shift appreciably in wavelength «.01J1111) over the temperature range from 
2731 to 150[, and are distinguishable from the broader water ice absorptions 
at 1.5 and 2.0 J1III (Clark, 1981b). 
In the case of intimate mixtures, a dark material intimately mixed with 
ater ice can completely mask the water absorptions shornard of 2.5 J1III 
(Cla rk, 1981a). The higher overtones (0.8 J1III to 1.25 J1III) are more readily 
aske d than the stronger 1.5- and 2.0-J.IJII absorptions; in fact, these weaker 
abs orptions become suppressed with minerals dusted on frost. Even relatively 
high reflectivity (e.g. 0.8) grains, intimately mixed in a frost layer, can 
area ly reduce the sca tt ering, thus limiting the path length and suppressing 
the high er overtone absorptions. These effects change the apparent higher to 
l ower overtone absorption band depth ratios (e.g. the depth of the 1.25-J1III 
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band/1.S-JUIl band or 0.8-JUIl band/1.S-JUIl band) to a lower val ue. This is in 
contrast to a thin frost layer 01& an ice surface whose spectra show an 
increase in the corresponding apparent b~nd depth ratios (Clark. 198Ib) . 
More recently. Clark and Lucey (1983) have studied the spect ral proper-
ties of mineral particulate~ intimately mixed in ice blocks in more detai l. 
and one of their series of spectra are shown in Figure 2. Note how the ice 
bands at 2.0, 1.5. 1.25. 1.04. and 0.9 JUIl change with the particulate content. 
The relative depth of an absorption is defined with respect to a continuum (a 
smooth line such as a cubic spline polynomial) fit to the reflectance pe ak 
between absorption bands (Clark. 1981b; Clark and Roush. 198::). If ~ is the 
reflectance at the absorption hand center. and R is the reflectance of the 
c 
fitted continuum at the same waveleng~h as ~. then the band depth , D, is 
(Clark and Roush, 1983) 
(eqn 1) 
The band depths for the ice abso~ptions increase as the mean optical path 
length increase s until significant absorption occurs in the wings of th e 
absorption bands. then the bands Jecome saturated and the depth decreases . A 
saturated band may almost completely disappear as seen with the 1.5- and 2.0-
JUIl bands in the pure ice spectrum in Figure ~. 
In order to help prov:'de " calibration of ice purity from reflectance 
spectra, Clark and Lucey (1983) derived the curves of growth for several ice 
bands as a function of the photon mean optical path length in ice using the 
aethods of Clark and Roush (1983). This is shown in F~c~re 3, and is similar 
to curve s rowth produced from laboratory spectra ir Figure 2. The albedo 
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of the particulate impurity greatly affects the Spflctrum and the curves of 
IrOlrth. The darker the particulate, the less scattering takes place in the 
surface, which resul ts in a lower optical path length in ice and a smaller 
band depth. Clark and Lncey (1983) found that the band depth, D, divided by 
the continuum reflectance, R , removed the effects of particulate albedo as 
c 
shown in Figure 4. Polynomials fit to such data for the 1.04-, 1.25-, 1.52-, 
nd 2.02-~ bands provide calibration curves to abundance. 
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"'otely Sensed Spectra 
From the previous discussion it was seen that some quant~tat i ve informa-
tion can be obtained from remotely sensed spectra of li n il,;Y surface, given 
adequate spectral coverage and data precision. In remote sensing tudes of 
the earth's surface. the atmosphere provides an additional difficu l y, due t o 
many absorptions. mainly from water vapor. orygen and carbon dioxide ( the 
latter two are relatively weak). Nevertheless. McCord and Clark (1 979) hay 
shown that the extinction due to atmospheric ~bsorptions in this region ca n b 
removed in at least some cases. To do this. the same physic al area must b 
measured for different path lengths through the atmosphere, at each 
wavelength. From a satellite or airplane this might be accomplished b chang-
ing the look direction _hil e flying over the spot. However this adds another 
complica tion in that the viewing geome try wi th respect to the surface normal 
and the solar phase angle: will also change. Thus. the scattering within the 
lurface will also change and the spectral properties will change slightly. 
This is a second order effect, however. and will not significantl y affect the 
crude abundance calculations outlined in the last section. 
Recently. Hapke (1981) presented a theory for computing bid irectional 
reflectance of intimately mixed multimineralic surfaces from the complex 
indices of refraction. grain sizes. weight fractions. and densit ie of the 
mineral components. Most preseatations of reflectance theorie s are in tertns 
of deriving the absorption coefficient from laboratory spectra of a powdere d 
lample. given t~e grain size of the material. However. Clark and Roush (1983) 
presented a method for deriving abnndance from reflectance spectra. In a 
remote sensing study. if the materials present can be identified from absorp-
tion features in the reflectance spectrum. then the absorption coefficients of 
February 22. 1983 
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~he materials are known (or can be mealured). The reflectance theories can be 
used to derive the average particle lingle scattedng albedo from obs.:rvaUons 
of the surface at many pha5e angles. Using the equations to compute the sin-
ale scattering albedo, and if the absorption coefficient is unknown, the best 
that can be achieved is the determination of the product of grain size and 
absorption coefficient. If the absorption coefficients are known, h.:>wever, 
then a non-linear least squares algorithm can be employed to solve for the 
grain size and the weight fraction of each component. 
The ice absorptions may be adequately defined with as few as 9 
wavelengths centered near 0.95.1.04.1.12.1.25 , 1.40.1.52,1.83,2.02, and 
2.24 JllII. With these wavelengths, either the previoT1sly discussed theoretical 
or empirical methods might be used to derive ab-andance from a reflectance 
spectrum. If a detector system were to obtain images of ~ planetary surface 
at wavelengths such as those listed abeve, in principle it i~ possible to map 
the abundance of ice and other minerals. 
In practice. fcr a tlJrrestrial remote sensing proj ect of this sort, an 
ideal data set would involve -5 parameters: intensi ty a t many wavele~6 ~.ls 
(-100 spectral channels from 0.5 to 2.5 JllII), position (2 spatial). equivalent 
atmospheric thic kn e~s ( air mass) and solar phase angle. The \ir mass data are 
required to correct for absorptions in the atmosphere. and solar phase angle 
data ar e required to determine the scattering properties (and thus cicrostruc-
tare) within the optical surface. Many spectral channels are required for 
mineral identification from observed absorption bands. Current technology is 
adequat e f or obtaining such a data set. A NASA project will acquire such a 
data set on a planetary scale beginning in 1989/90 with the Galileo mission to 
J upiter where t h r ee satellites (ranging in size from Mercury to our ml"on) , 
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whole lurfaces contain abundant ice, will be mlpp~1 at 204 ~Ivelenath s and a t 
• Ipatial resolution al hiah al 1 kilometer. 
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eoacl.do •• 
Reflectance spectra of ice- soil mixtures are very complex, non-linear 
functions of the optical and physical properties of the components comprising 
the surface. Fortunately, these spectr. can be understood, and it appears 
that some quantitative information regarding minera~ abundance can be derived. 
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Fipre Captions 
Figure 1. The near-infrared spectral reflectance of A) a fine grained (-SO 
j.IJIl) water frost, B) medium grained (-200 j.IJIl) frost, c) coarse grained 
(400-2000 j.IJIl) frost and D) a ice block containing abundant microbubbles 
are shown. The larger the effective grain size, the greater the mean 
path that photons travel in the ice, and the deeper the absorptions 
become. Frost data from Clark (1981b). Ice data from Clark and Lucey 
(1983) • 
~ 1 g ure 2. The reflectance spectra of ice blocks containing Mauna lea soil of 
15 micrometer mean grain size are shown (from Clark and Lucey). Note how 
the water ice band depths at 2.0. 1.5. 1.25. 1.04. and 0.90 j.IJIl change as 
a function of the weight fraction of the particulates in the ice. The 
particulate soil limits the photons from penetrating into the ice, thus a 
greater particulate weight fraction results in less photon path length in 
the ice and smaller absorption bands. The particulate reflectance also 
limit s the photon path with darker grains reducing the multiple scatter-
i ng an d also the absorption band depths. 
Fi gure 3 . Theo r et i cally derived curves of growth (from Clark and Lucey, 1983) 
f or 5 j ce absorp tions are shown. The optical pa th is the photon mean 
pa th le ngth in ice at the absorption band center. Since ice is less 
ab sorbing at wavelengths outside the absorption bands, the mean optical 
path lengths are as much as an order of magnitude greater than at the 
band ce n ters. 
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Figure 4. The data from Figure 2 (crosses) plus reflectance data for ice-
charcoal mixtures (solid boxes) and ice-kaolinite mixtures (o pen boxes) 
were used to derive the 1.04-~ ice absorption band depth di vided by the 
continuWD reflectance (from Clark and Lucey, 1983) as a functio 0 the 
log weight fraction of particulates in the ice. Although th ere is a fac 
tor of about 20 between the reflectance of the bright ka ol inite grain 
and the dark charcoal grains, division of the band depth by the cont inn 
reflectance removes the effects of particulate contaminant r eflec tance . 
Thus the curve can be used for crude abundance determinati o ns fr om 
remotely obtained reflectance data. Other ice absorption bands a re se n-
sitive to different amou.nts of impurities. Some 'icatter in the charcoal 
data is due to near zero band depths and very low continuum re fl ectanc • 
thus approaching zero divided by zero. 
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